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Abstract

The Alpha-Gamma Hot-Cell Facility has been in operation at Argonne

Rational Laboratory East (ANL-E) for 15 years. The facility was designed

for plutonium research in support of ANL's LMFBR program. The facility

consists of a kilocurie, nitrogen-atmosphere alpha—gamma hot cell and suppor-

ting laboratories. Modifications to the facility and its equipment have

been made over the years as the workload and nature of the work changed.

These modifications included inerting the entire hot cell, adding fo "ork

stations, modifying in-loading procedures and examination equipment to handle

longer test articles, and changing to a new sodium-vapor lighting system.

Future upgrading includes the addition of a decontamination and repair facility,

use of radio-controlled transfer carts, refurbishment of the zinc bromide

windows, and the installation of an Auger microprobe.

*Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy.



Introduction

Hie Alpha-Gamma Hot Cell Facility (AGHCF) at Argonne National Laboratory

East (ANL-E) in Argonne, Illinois was designed for metallurgical research

on plutonium in support of the Laboratory's LMFBR program. The facility

consists of a kilocurie, nitrogen-atmosphere alpha-gamma hot cell and associated

laboratories containing supporting electron-beam instruments,' shielded and

unshielded glove boxes, and a machine shop. The present layout of the facil-

ity is shown in Figure 1. The hot cell was completed in 1964 and has been

in almost constant operation ever since, supporting at one time or another

the development of the EBR-II driver fuel, LMFBR development programs for

oxide, carbide and advanced metal fuels, LMFBR safety programs conducted in

TREAT and the Sodium Loop Safety Facility (SLSF) in the ETR, and research

on LWR fuel and cladding.

The AGHCF is operated by the Irradiation Performance Group of the Mater-

ials Science Division. The Irradiation Performance Group consists of materials

scientists and engineers whose function is to investigate the behavior of

reactor fuels and materials under irradiation, either through detailed, post-

irradiation examinations ("forensic metallurgy") or through specific in-cell

experiments with irradiated materials. The Group's materials scientists and

engineers have constant direct contact with the operations in the AGHCF,

thus giving the AGHCF a "laboratory" atmosphere rather than the "service"

mode of operation of many high—throughput hot cells performing similar work.

This Is in keeping with the fact that the operation of the AGHCF is funded

by the programs that use it, rather than by a separate level-of-effort funding

base as is the case for many service-run facilities.
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Currently, the AGHCF Is Involved in the IMFBR safety program through

the posttest examination of TREAT and SLSF experiments, in the LWR safety

program through studies of fuel and cladding behavior, in LWR fuel and

cladding performance programs sponsored by EPRI, and In the GCFR fuel-rod

development program. The facility is also used 'In other ANL programs as

its. unique capabilities are required. The AGHCF, therefore, is a multi-

purpose, general-use facility with specialized capabilities to satisfy the

many needs of the reactor programs at ANL-E.

Significant changes in the hot cell and the supporting laboratories have

occurred since the facility was described in Reference 1. The changes have

resulted from programmatic needs, operational safety considerations, and

experience factors. This paper will describe the most significant changes

that have occurred, the current facility capabilities, and the plans for

facility upgrading in the future.

Original Cell Concepts

The original AGHCF design concept was to provide a completely contained

hot cell with working areas, service areas, and the equipment required to

carry out metallurgical research on irradiated plutonium-bearing fuels.

She hot cell was sized to handle "small reactor fuel pins", which in those

days meant the 46-cm-long EBR-II Hark I driver fuel. Because of the pyro-

phoric nature of the metal fuel and the sodium bond, the main working area

of the cell, which included four work stations, was provided with a high-purity

nitrogen atmosphere (<50 ppm 0_). The service areas of the cell were provided

with an air atmosphere at slightly negative pressure. Alpha containment In

the cell was achieved with a helium-leak-tight steel shell, glass alpha-barrier

glove walls, and neoprene rubber seals and gaskets on wall penetrations, plugs
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and windows* All equipment that entered the cell was to be set up, repaired,

and stored within the cell. All materials samples were to be stored, until

their ultimate disposal, in storage holes built into the floor of the inert-

atmosphere cell area. Performing all these functions within one facility,

and thus avoiding numerous transfers into and out of the facility, would

minimize the spread of contamination. Also, manned entries, into the-cell

were to be minimized as these, too, would foster the spread of contamination

outside the hot cell. Heavy reliance was therefore placed on the use of

a variety of manipulator devices to perform the in-cell functions and on the

concept of a single, large working area in which to perform the desired metal-

lurgical procedures. The use of a single, large work area was expected to

facilitate the setup, operation, and removal of equipment and to provide for

easy transfer of materials from one work station to another. In the original

concept, this large work area contained four master-slave manipulator work

stations, which constitute the present "destructive examination" work area

shown in Figure 1. What is now the "nondestructive examination" area was

originally the remote repair and in-cell storage areas. Only two windows

in this area were originally equipped with master-slave manipulators.

The keystones of this self-contained cell concept were the sophisticated

in-cell manipulators and the ability to perform remote maintenance with

minimal direct human contact or entry. The AGHCF was designed to be equipped

with electric bilateral master-slave manipulators. However, although develop-

ment of such manipulators was satisfactorily completed at ANL, they were

not brought to commercialization because of their high cost. Therefore, the

AGHCF continues to operate with the mechanical master-slave manipulators



that were installed originally (sealed CRL Model A ) , unilateral electric

(i.e., switch-operated) manipulators, and one robot (Programmed and Remote

Systems Corporation). The absence of the electric bilateral manipulators

has created some operational and maintenance problems but has not negated

the overall utility of the facility. The major 'impact on the maintenance

situation has arisen from the destructive examination operations performed

for many of the fuels programs. 'This has led to the need for a decontamination

area before contact maintenance of manipulators can be performed, as will

be described in a later section.

Past Facility Modifications

The AGHCF has undergone significant evolutionary cha'nges in its 15-year

history. It has had only one extended shutdown, of three months in 1968, for

general maintenance and slight modifications to the original cell systems.

The major impetus for these changes has been the increasing workload and the

changing nature of the experimental work. Also in 1968, the air atmosphere

of the rear storage and repair areas of the cell was converted to a controlled,

once-through nitrogen atmosphere. This allowed the addition of three manipu-

lator work stations to the facility. These additional work stations allowed

the introduction of semipermanent equipment setups, thereby minimizing

the need for setup and knock-down time and movement and storage of equipment

within the cell. The change to a nitrogen atmosphere was made not only

to alleviate a work-space problem, but also for the fire safety of the

facility. To minimize air in-leakage in the rear areas, the manipulator

and window seals were equipped with nitrogen annuli-purge lines and the alpha-

barrier glove wall in the rear of the cell was sealed. With a nitrogen purge

rate of 8 cfm the rear of the cell now operates at M).5% 0., which is suf-

ficiently low to prevent combustion. Nevertheless, the rear area is used
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principally for the nondestructive examination of fuel rods and exposed sodium

is not allowed. The nitrogen atmosphere is easily converted back to air

when manned tunnel-suit entries are made through the alpha-barrier wall.

The early EBR-II driver development program with its 46-cm-long fuel

pins gave way in the late 1960s to experimental programs on oxide, carbide, and

advanced metal fuels, involving 102- and 155-cm-long fuel rods irradiated in

EBR-II. Nondestructive examination equipment for visual inspection, macro-

photography, profilometry, eddy-current inspection, and sectioning of fuel

rods was modified to handle the longer lengths. ANL's involvement in LVJR

programs, beginning in 1976, brought with it the requirement to gamma scan

longer fuel rods. Because the collimating tube of the gamma scanner was

fixed in a horizontal port 91 cm above the floor, sufficient floor-to-ceiling

height did not exist to allow vertical scanning operations on long fuel rods.

Therefore, a new fuel—rod carriage was constructed to allow horizontal

scanning of rods up to A.240 cm long, which is sufficient to handle rods from

some LWRs and the FFTF. Fission-gas .llection is also now performed hori-

zontally, allowing a rod of up to 300 cm to be gas sampled. This is the

maximum length for a test article that is to be introduced into the cell

through the alpha-barrier wall. Because of the limited maneuverability of

very long rods once past the alpha-wall, gas sampling of such rods is done

first. The gas plenum of the rod can then be removed to facilitate further

handling*

The TREAT and SLSF reactor safety programs brought about two significant

changes in the AGHCF operation. In 1972 ANL embarked on an expanded reactor

safety program in TREAT. Because of its plutoniuta-handling and examination

capabilities, the AGHCF became the site for the detailed post-mortem examinations

of the TREAT loop test vehicles. After initial loop stripping and sectioning
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at HFEF-South, the loop test trains were shipped to ANL-E for completion

of the macro disassembly, detailed microexamination, and behavior interpre-

tation by the materials scientists and engineers of the Irradiation Perfor-

mance Group. Because of the criticality-imposed limit on the amount of

hydrogenous liquids in the cell and the generally unsatisfactory results

of wet cutting operations, the loops were sectioned dry using abrasive

cutoff wheelso While the results have been very satisfactory from an

information-gathering viewpoint, the abrasive dust created by the cutting

operations has caused problems with premature wear of manipulator parts and

contact maintenance of the highly contaminated manipulators. This maintenance

problem has been the major factor leading to the planned -addition of a

decontamination and repair facility to the AGHCF in 1980. The limited

gloved repair area in the existing facility has proven to be too small to

perform the volume of maintenance that is required. The major need,

however, is the capability for major decontamination of articles before

contact maintenance can begin. In the meantime, some of the manipulators

have been booted and hooded; this has partially reduced the amount of

decontamination required. In-cell dust-collection devices have not proven

effective, although a new in-cell atmosphere-filtration system will be

tried in the near future.

The second change brought about by the LMFBR safety program was the need

to introduce long test articles, up to 300 cm, into the cell through the alpha-

wall. This is now performed through an arrangement called a "flower box".

The flower box, shown in Figure 2, is a stainless steel box 235 cm long,

21 cm high, and 12 cm wide, with a gasketed and bolted-on cover. It is

attached by 27.3 cm x 19.6 cm elliptical bag rings to an internal, remotely

operated seal door in the alpha-barrier wall of the rear transfer area.
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This hands-on setup is done prior to an in- or out-loading operation. If

done for in-loading, the box cover is left off to remotely receive the

material to be in-loaded; for out-loading the cover is on and bolted down-,

A 25-cm-dia port in the shield door of the clean transfer area allows

horizontal insertion of the test article into the transfer area from its

shielded cask, positioned against the shield door at the rear Of the cell.

The test article is then remotely inserted into the flower box, the box

cover attached, the alpha-barrier gate opened, and the in-loading completed

by sliding the item into the cell. The bag coupling is then heat-sealed

remotely so the flower box can be transported empty or containing the low-

gamma-level, salvageable shipping-package hardware for decontamination and

re-use by the shippero The flower box allows large articles to be loaded

into the nitrogen atmosphere in the rear of the cell without breaching

cell containment or introducing significant quantities of air into the cell.

The flower box brings the AGHCF into completely compatible interfacing

with the out-loading systems at HFEF-North at ANL-West.

The AGHCF in-cell lighting originally consisted of sodium, mercury vapor,

and fluorescent fixtures,, The sodium lighting was for high-resolution

viewing and through-the-window macrophotography. The mercury vapor light

was for color perception when needed. The fluorescent lighting provided

off-shift ar.u emergency power illumination for monitoring conditions in

the cells. In time, replacements for the sodium lamps became unavailable

and the mercury lights were gradually phased in as the primary working

light system. However, the photographic resolution and viewing acuity

provided by this system proved unsatisfactory. About two years ago, new-

type 50-watt sodium lamps made in Europe and distributed in the US for

industrial use and street lighting were installed. These new sodium lamps
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are higher In efficiency than the original lamps and maintain a higher

output throughout their ̂ 20,000-hour life expectancy. These new lamps

now provide excellent viewing and photographic illumination with a sub-

stantially reduced thermal burden on the facility's heat-dissipation

systemso

The AGHCF was designed to dissipate the ir.-cell thermal" input via sen-

sible heat in the once-through nitrogen-inerting system, conductive flow

through the walls, radiative flow through the windows, and via a heat

exchanger into an in-cell evaporator stage of an out-of-cell refrigeration

system. Originally, the refrigeration system had to run continuously to

maintain cell temperatures below 30°C. Condensate formation and dripping

occasionally occurred owing to volatile solvent usage in the work or during

periods of air environment such as are required for tunnel-suit entries.

After the installation of the high-efficiency sodium lights, the reduction

in thermal input to the cell was sufficient to permit the shutdown of the

refrigeration system. Today the cell temperature rises to 25-27°C during the

work day and drops back to 22-24°C overnight and on weekends. The cooling

coils and compressor have been purged of refrigerant and put into standby

status in case some high-thermal-output equipment is needed in the cell

in the future.

The first Criticality Hazards Control Statement for the AGHCF was

based principally on TID 7016. An early problem arose with regard to the

staggered double row of 10-cm-dia, below-floor-level storage holes, which

were too closely spaced to allow desired amounts of fissile storage in adjacent

holes. The solution, based on needs at that time, was to limit storage of

fissile material to every third hole in a zig-zag pattern. However, the in-

creased workload from the LMF3R safety program made it necessary to utilize
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every available storage hole in the cell. Experience had shown that bulk,

not fissile limits, restricted the amount of material that could be stored in

any one hole. It was determined through KENO code calculations that by reduc-

ing the 2.25 kg Pu-equivalent fissile limit in every third hole, 0.7 kg

Pu-equivalent could be stored in every 10-cm-dia, hole. This change

did.not reduce the total fissile storage capability of the storage Holes and

increased the available space by a factor of three.

The facility's original design provided excellent remote-handling systems

for out-loading waste. A transfer area with remote bag-out capability through

an alpha-barrier wall and a movable shield door allowed the bag-out of waste

into shielded transfer pots. An early modification changed the shield door's

direction of movement, permitting the installation of CRL Model G manipulators

through the door to assist the bridge-mounted unilateral manipulator in the

transfer area during bag-out operations. Waste volumes were modest and dis-

posal sites were relatively unfettered by transuranic prohibitions. In the

wake of ERDA Manual Chapter 0511 and the increased volume of work, waste

handling has become a major factor in facility space and manpower allocation.

Practically all the waste from the AGHCF is now packaged as Intermediate

Gamma Level Transuranic and transported to INEL for twenty-year retrievable

storage. The equipment and handling procedures have been modified to handle

this TRU in a special package consisting of a D0T-17H 30-gallon drum with

(2)
multiple interior barriers against leakage. Approximately 60 drums pur

year are shipped off-site for storage.

Some programs have had the need for small fuel or cladding samples for

transmission electron microscopy, radiochemical or radioisotope analysis,

or scanning electron microscopy. In many cases the preparation of such
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samples using master-slave manipulators has proven extremely difficult,

and in other cases space limitations in the cell precluded setting up the

necessary equipment. In 1970, two steel-shielded alpha-containment "glove

boxes" were added to a laboratory adjacent to the hot cell. These boxes are

91 cm x 91 cm x 122 cm high and contain a nitrogen atmosphere (̂ 100 ppm 0_).

The''10-cm thick steel shielding can be swung away, door-fashion, from two

sides of the box, allowing the use of two gloves on each side. The boxes

are equipped with PAR Model MM 2436 mechanical mini-manipulators for "hot"

operations, although the gloves are more effectively used for "warm" operations.

In one box is installed an ultrasonic coring machine for preparing radio-

chemistry samples from fuel specimens lightly irradiated "in TREAT. The other

box is presently equipped with cutting equipment for preparing specimens

for the AGHCF1s alpha-gamma scanning electron microscope.

Current Capabilities

The alpha-gamma hot cell has evolved into a compact facility consisting

of ten manipulator-equipped work stations out of twelve available windows.

Eight of the work stations contain semipermanent setups for specific

examination or specimen-preparation functions. One work station, at the rear

of the cell, is used to assist in transfers through the alpha-barrier and

the preparation of waste for disposal. The tenth work station is in the rear

shield door and assists in transfers into and out of the air-atmosphere

clean transfer area behind the door. The capabilities of the entire AGHCF

are summarized in Table I.

The hot cell can directly receive shipments in shielded casks weighing

up to 10,900 kg (12 tons). Larger casks can be received at another hot-

cell facility on-site and the materials transferred to the AGHCF in lighter
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intrasite shielded casks. Unloading of the large casks Is done in the

horizontal position through the rear shield door into the clean transfer

area. Only dry shipments can be handled. Small vertical and horizontal

casks can be unloaded remotely in the clean transfer area.

Visual inspection, nacrophotography, profilometry, sad eddy—current

inspection of fuel rods up to 155 cm long can be done routinely with existing

equipment. Because of the alpha-^ontaicment nature of thejfacility, breached

fuel rods can be handled without undue concern. Visual inspection is per—"

formed either through a window using a variety of telescopes, or using a

Bausch and Lomb stereo viewer. Hacrophotography with up to 3X magnification

is performed through a window using a long—bellows macro .camera with a 60—cm

focal-length lens. Profilometry is performed with an LVDT contact profilometer,

which provides an accuracy of +0.005 mm. Eddy—current inspection of irradia-

ted fuel rods, pioneered at the AGHCF is 1970, is performed to obtain a quali-

tative idea of the condition of the fuel/cladding interface in mixed-oxide

fuel rods. Good correlation has been obtained between the eddy—current

results and corrosive attack on stainless steel cladding by fission products.

Axial gamma scanning and fission-gas collection can be accomplished on

fuel rods up to 240 and 300 cm long, respectively. Gamma scanning has been

computerized to allow off—shift operation. The system uses a (Ge—Li detector

and a 4096-channel pulse-height analyzer. The output can be on either 1:1

strip-chart records or magnetic tape. Three single-channel analyzers allow

simultaneous strip-chart recording of three different fission—product isotopes.

Fission-gas collection is done using a simple mechanical drill operating

through a soft rubber gasket clamped around the rod.
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Fuel rods, TREAT and SLSF loop sections, and other articles are sectioned

using a variety of variable—speed abrasive cutoff machines. These operations

are performed in the high-purity nitrogen area of the cell for fire protection

and to preserve, to the. greatest extent possible, the state of reactive

fission products such as cesium. Mast cutting is done dry, although a

snail diamond-wheel cutoff machine uses Hyprez as a lubricant. The large

cutoff machine for TREAT and SLSF loop sections can section pieces up to

i>152 cm long, either transversely or longitudinally. Loop sectioning has

been enhanced by the use of a slowly rotating chuck ^hat holds the test

section. The rotation of the piece being cut prevents the buildup of swarf

at the blade and reduces localized heating of the piece, -thereby preserving

the sodiun that is holding the ce«3t fragments together. A transverse

section of an as-cut SLSF loop as photographed through a cell window is shown

in Figure 3. -"

Hetallographic preparation is done at two work stations in the high-

purity nitrogen work area, one station for specimen mounting and grinding and

one for final polishing. The single metallography line adequately supplies

finished mounts to the cell's two met allographs,. One metallograph is a Bausch

and Lomb model that was installed in 1968. The second metallograph is a Leitz

Model HH5RT equipped with a microhardness tester. Both are directly attached

to the high-purity nitrogen work area, providing the specimens with the same

atmosphere as that inside th'3 cell. Owing to the varied nature and objectives

of the work, an annual throughput of about 200 metallogr«*phic mounts is the

current estimated capability of the AGHCF. The metallographic capability is

augmented by a Quantimet 720 image-analysis system for quantitative metal-

lography and stereology.



In the supporting laboratories behind the hot cell are located the

shielded MAC-450 electron microprobe and an ETEC scanning electron microscope.

The laboratory occupied by the transmission electron microscope will soon

contain an Auger microprobe; the TEH capability will be provided, in another

laboratory. Hie electron microprobe is connected to the cell by a pneumatic

(3")
transfer system and can handle full-sized metallography mounts. The

scanning electron microscope is lightly shielded and is contained in a nitrogen-

atmosphere glovebox. This unit is equipped with an energy-dispersive X—ray

analyzer which can obtain data on fuel or cladding specimens with activity

levels up to 1 R (2.6 x 10 C/kg)/h. When X-ray data are not required, speci-

uens with activity levels up to 25 R (6.5 x 10 C/kg)/h can be examined.

At present, the hot cell also contains equipment for weight and density

determinations, microsampling, direct—electrical-heating studies of fuel

behavior, and mechanical-property measurements on cladding.

Future Facility Upgrading

Present plans, now in the engineering or procurement stages, for upgrading

and modifications at the AGHCF include a decontamination and repair area,

modifications to the cell ventilation system, radio-controlled carts in the cell,

refurbishment of some zinc bromide shielding windows, and installation of

an Auger microprobe in an adjacent laboratory.

The decontamination and repair area will be established by extending

tlie hot cell to the area where the change room is presently located.

This area will contain a shielded spray chamber equipped with steam jets

and hot aqueous detergent sprays. Equipment articles to be repaired through

gloves in the adjacent repair area will first be decontaminated to levels

much lower than could previously be accomplished by wipe-down methods.
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This will improve the maintenance throughput and decrease the main-rem per

work unit of maintenance, particularly in the case of manipulator repairs.

The facility is to be completed in 1981.

The ventilation and inerting pattern in the cell is to be changed to

allow all the nitrogen purge for the front and back cell areas to be intro-

duced into the front and then flow through the back area before being exhausted

through HEPA filters. A higher exhaust volume capability will also be provided;

this will allow the nitrogen purge rate to be increased to achieve lower

residual oxygen and water vapor when desired.- This modification is to be

completed in 1981.

Two battery-powered, radio-controlled transport carts, or "mules",

have been developed to provide for in-cell transport of equipment and in-

process materials. One mule will serve to carry equipment into the decon-

tamination and repair area and return repaired items to the cell for reinstal-

lation. The other mule will pick up and deliver materials throughout the

cell's interior. The use of these transporters will substantially reduce

the work load presently carried by the two unilateral manipulators in the

facility. A further benefit will be realized in the transport of manipu-

lators through the internal transfer lock. This operation is now performed

by the robot and requires disconnecting and ^reconnecting of the robot's

power cord. This step will not be necessary with the radio-controlled mule.

The mules are presently being assembled.

Plans are being formulated for the refurbishment of some zinc bromide

windows which have deteriorated internally and suffered external abrasion

from remote cleaning efforts. This work is expected to be done without a
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complete cleanup or shutdown of the cell. This is possible because of the

foresight of the hot-cell designers, who provided an extra interior seal glass

attached to the inner cell wall; this permits the removal of the zinc bromide

window tank as a single unit without breaching of the cell's primary contain-

ment. A new tank, with front and rear glass already installed, will be

inserted and the zinc bromide solution transferred, via a filtration-pump

apparatus. Replenishment of the -hydroxylamine inhibitor will follow. Once

the new shield window is grouted into place and leak tested, the inner seal

glass previously mentioned will be replaced remotely. A potential problem

in this project is the question of how mucli the gamma dose rate can be re-

duced by only remote cleanup at the work station and by moving nearby active

material out of the way. This refurbishment is expected to be completed in 1981.

A JEOL Model JAMP-10 Auger microprobe will be added to the facility's

analytical complement early in 1980. This unit will allow the study of fuel

and cladding surface phenomena with 509 A resolution. The unit will be

installed in a modified alpha -containment box to allow the study of materials

prepared in the, main cell.

Summary and Conclusions

The AGHCF at ANL-E has made significant contributions to the design

and operation of alpha-gamma hot cells presently in service and those being

planned. Although its own design philosophy was not completely fulfilled,

it has been operating satisfactorily for IS years while supporting important

reactor development programs. With the modest modifications and upgrading

now taking place, the AGHCF should continue to provide ANL-E, in the years

to come, with a general-use, multipurpose facility having unique capabilities.
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Table I

Capabilities of the AGHCF

• Macroviewing and photography

• Contact profilometry

• Eddy-current inspection

• Gamma-activity scanning and analysis

• Fission-gas collection

• Leak detection

• Transverse ar. . longitudinal cutting with vertical and horizontal abrasive
cutoff machines

• Metallographic preparation and examination

• Quantitative metallography

• Microhardness measurements

• Density determinations

• Cla-lding mechanical-property measurements

• Hicrosaaipling

• Shielded electron microprobe analysis

• Scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray analysis

• Transmission electron microscopy

• Direct-electrical-heating studies of fuel
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Figure 2. Schematic arrangement of "flower box" for
transferring long test articles into the
hot cell through the alpha-wall,
MSD Neg. No, 220144
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Figure 3. Transverse section through SLSF loop showing
restructured fuel held in sodium matrix.
Photo taken through cell window at 2X magni-
fication. MSD Neg. No. 199577.


